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                Grid 1000

                  Aluminum - Interspaced Grid for Radiography

                  Grid 2100

                  Carbon Graphite - Interspaced Grid for Mammography
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                This digital radiography system using state of art 

                  flat panel detectors allows to take full advantage 

                  of the benefits in the modern hospital

                  environments in small budget.
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                Clear Vision REF series X-ray flat panel detectors incorporate the proven technology of amorphous silicon.
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                ExamVue Software For Medical

                  Optimized UI design for Touch screen

                  Multi-task Patient 

                  Imaging and Annotation Tools (Window level, Zoom, Pan, Crop, Invert, Rotation, Angle, Label, Text)

                  Powerful User Features 

                  DICOM3.0 Compatibility
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                Compact & Flexible CR Solution

                  Crystal-clear image quality

                  Scanning speeds to meet every need

                  Compact & wall-mountable to fi t anywhere
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                Light-weight aluminum frame

                  One piece ID window is maintenance free

                  and available at an extra cost

                  Optional carbon fiber front assure
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                Endoscopically-guided, minimally invasive procedure

                  Significantly reduces GERD(Gastro esophagus Reflux Disease) symptoms

                  A multi-channel electrosurgical generator delivery RF energy
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          JPI grids contain the purest lead to ensure superior efficiency in removing 

          scattered radiation.



          Superior quality Images are achieved through the use of aluminum inter-spacers 

          and lead strips, precisely milled to uniformity.
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            Participation Notification for KIMES 2…        
	
            Participation Notification for ECR 20…        
	
            Participation Notification for Arab He…        
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            Tweets by @jpi_korea

          

                                                  		
        

      


    






    


   
  	This website stores cookies on your computer. These cookies are used to collect information about how you interact with our website and allow us to remember you. We use this information in order to improve and customize your browsing experience and for analytics and metrics about our visitors both on this website and other media. To find out more about the cookies we use, see our Privacy Policy.


If you decline, your information won’t be tracked when you visit this website. A single cookie will be used in your browser to remember your preference not to be tracked.
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